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Tiling Town will be back at the 40th Cersaie this year in a more than 400
square metre space in Hall 32. This 11th edition of Tiling Town will feature
installation showcases given by Assoposa master tile layers. The technical
seminars on large ceramic slab installation are aimed at architects and
designers and consist of two-hour practical demonstrations in a fully functional
installation workshop accompanied by detailed explanations and references to
the standard UNI 11493. 
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DAXIA TOWER
One of China’s largest inland cities with a population approaching nine million
people, Xi’an was the country’s ancient capital and historic eastern gateway of
the Silk Road. In recent years, supported by national and local government
initiatives as well as the city’s many acclaimed universities and research
institutions, Xi’an has developed a flourishing technology ecosystem attracting
leading domestic and international corporations. The city has become a major
hub for new technologies that include semiconductor manufacturing, robotics,
aerospace and bio-pharmaceuticals. Located on Line 6 of Xi’an’s metro system,
the Xi’an’s High-Tech Economic and Technological Development Zone in the
city’s southwest includes manufacturing, research and development bases of
more than one- hundred Fortune 500 companies and multinational
corporations.
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DAXIA TOWER

At a ceremony in Xi’an, Daxia Group has announced Zaha Hadid Architects will
build the new Daxia Tower at the centre of the city’s thriving development
zone
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Increasingly versatile, increasingly digital, increasingly interconnected and
increasingly sustainable: these are the main drivers of innovation in the
ceramics sector, and hence, the approach of System Ceramics, the Coesia
Group company, which looks at the whole process with a strong evolutionary
spirit. After imposing an important revolution in the field of digital printing,
the company based in Fiorano Modenese has presented to the public a new
technology that appears to be destined to create a big change also in the
glazing line. We are talking about Digiglaze, the machine with digital
technology for glazing that allows for maximum control of the discharge
capacity and the laying process. 
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